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Abstract
The power quality impact of wind turbines on the electric grid and the response
of the wind turbines to faults in the electric grid are investigated in this thesis.
A detailed model of a stall-regulated, fixed-speed wind turbine system capable of
predicting the flicker impact on the connected grid is presented and compared with
field measurements. The responses of fixed-speed and variable-speed wind turbine
systems to faults in the electric grid are investigated and compared with field and
laboratory measurements. Model structures suitable for grid fault response simula-
tions of the fixed-speed and the variable-speed wind turbine systems are suggested.
In the detailed model of the stall-regulated, fixed-speed system, the wind genera-
tion and the aerodynamic conversion are treated in two different ways. A detailed
wind field simulation and an aerodynamic conversion based on wing properties are
compared with a simplified approach that makes use of a single point wind simula-
tion and the wind turbine power curve. A soft shaft representation is used for the
description of the drive train, and the use of different generator model complexities
is investigated. Results of the simulations are compared with field measurements
and it is found that the measured grid voltage has a significant influence on the
obtained results. The short circuit impedance angle of the connected grid has also
a significant impact on the accuracy of the results.
It is concluded that the grid fault response of the fixed-speed systems is mainly
covered by the drive train and the generator dynamics. The aerodynamic conversion
details are of little interest and do not need to be covered by the model structure
in this case. Comparisons of measurements and simulations of the system responses
to symmetric and asymmetric grid faults show good agreement.
The fault response of variable-speed wind turbine systems is, to a high extent,
influenced by the power electronic converters that are utilized in these systems. The
response of the systems connected to the grid via a power electronic converter in
the stator circuit is not treated in detail since the response is determined mainly by
the power electronic converter control algorithm. The variable-speed system with
a doubly fed induction generator is dealt with in more detail. It is found that the
response of the system to smaller grid faults can be reproduced using the controlled
generator description. Field measurements, as well as computer simulations, show
poorly damped 50Hz oscillations in wind turbine outputs. It is concluded, however,
that from the power system point of view this behavior is of negligible interest and
the generator control description can be substituted with constant power source.
The response of the doubly fed induction generator to more severe grid faults can
be covered by the standard induction machine model initiated at a given operating
point. Comparisons of measurements and simulations confirm this conclusion.
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1.1 Wind Energy Development
Mankind has used wind as a source of energy for thousands of years. It was one
of the most utilized sources of energy together with hydro power during the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries [1]. By the end of the nineteenth century the
first experiments were carried out on the use of windmills for generating electric-
ity. Thereafter, there was a long period of a low interest in the use of wind power.
The international oil crisis in 1972 initiated a restart of the utilization of renewable
resources on a large scale, wind power, among others.
Currently, wind power is a fully established branch on the electricity market and it
is treated accordingly. Energy production is not the only criterion to be considered
when installing new wind turbines; cost efficiency, the impact on the environment
and the impact on the electric grid are some of important issues of significant interest
when making decisions about new wind turbine installations.
Political support for and public interest in renewable energy has caused a massive
increase in wind power utilization and improvement of wind turbine technology is a
natural consequence. Presently, wind power meets about 2% of the total electricity
demand in Europe [2], i.e. more than 23 000MW of which about 5 800MW was
installed in the last year (2002). According to [2], this development is going to
continue in coming years.
1.2 Power System Worries
The position of wind turbine installations in the power system structure is changing,
hand in hand, with the massive increase in installed wind power capacity. In the 80’s
and 90’s wind turbines were treated as small local power sources that were of negli-
gible importance from a power system point of view. The stochastic nature of wind
raised a certain reluctance on the part of utility companies to introducing a power
source with unknown behavior, which was said ”to be a potential troublemaker”.
The utility companies have been responsible for maintaining grid power quality and
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there was, thus, a need to model and predict the impact of wind turbines on power
quality.
Today, the impact of wind installations on power quality is less of a problem for
several reasons. Measurements on wind turbines and analyzes of the mutual impact
of turbines and the grid have been made, and based on the findings, standards for
connecting wind turbines to the grid have been defined. Wind turbine technology
has been developed accordingly in order to meet the new standards. Moreover,
turbines, today, are usually installed in clusters rather than one by one and this
often implies that the transmission capacity of the utilized electric grid is properly
adjusted, which often means that the relative power quality impact of the total wind
installation is lowered.
The massive increase in installed wind power and the enormous plans for future use
of wind power raise another worry from the power system side. Wind power cannot
be treated as an ”unimportant” power source any more, since it represents a higher
fraction of the total power system installed capacity. The impact of wind turbines on
power system stability is often mentioned and, consequently, there is great interest
in modeling and predicting wind turbine response to the transient behavior of the
power system.
1.3 Modeling of Wind Turbines
Modeling wind turbines for predicting of their power quality impact is reported in the
literature. Models of wind turbines of varying complexity are presented. Electrical
engineers, for example, tend to simplify the aerodynamic and mechanic parts of the
system and usually stress generator description. In contrast, mechanical engineers
often overlook generator performance details. Some reported models seem to be
over-parameterized, which obstructs their implementation because the parameters
for the detailed description are not generally available.
Simplified aerodynamic modeling of wind turbines has been presented in [3], [4].
The main idea in these articles is to adjust wind speed data at one point (hub level)
by the use of various filters in order to represent the interaction of turbine blades
with wind speed distribution over the rotor swept area. The resulting wind data
are then applied to the static power curve, Cp(λ), in order to determine the driving
torque. In contrast to this, an advanced approach to aerodynamic modeling, that
uses a professional software package has been presented in [5].
The complexity of the reported drive-train models varies considerably, however,
rather simplified descriptions that often incorporate a soft shaft representation dom-
inate completely in the literature. The soft shaft representation is presented, for
example, in [6]. A very complex drive-train model representation that might suffer
from the unavailability of system parameters is presented in [7] and [8].
A wide range of generator model complexities can be found in the literature. In [4]
no dynamic generator model is used at all while [9] makes use of a generator model
with neglected stator and rotor dynamics. [10] utilizes a generator model with
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neglected stator dynamics and in [11] a generator model with incorporated stator
and rotor dynamics is employed. A detailed analysis of the induction machine with
a particular interest in low frequency disturbances can be found in [12].
Verifications of models with practical measurements on wind turbines are rarely
reported in the literature. A comparison of simulations and measurements of wind
turbine responses to grid disturbances have not been found at all by the author.
A published comparison between measured and simulated impact of wind turbines
during normal operation, namely the comparison of flicker impact, has been found
in [5]. Good agreement is reported there, however, only a single result for one wind
speed is presented.
The prediction of voltage fluctuations caused by variable-speed turbines is not of
interest from the point of view of power quality, since variable-speed wind turbines
have rather low flicker emission as reported in [13]. However, the prediction of
voltage fluctuations due to fixed-speed turbines is very important, since this is often
one of the restrictions that sets installation limits for these turbines [14].
The impact of wind turbines on power system stability is also dealt with in the
literature. The work presented in [6] describes a model of a grid-connected wind
generator designed for predicting both, steady-state operation impact as well as the
response to grid faults. However, verification of the simulation results against field
measurements is lacking. An evaluation of the fault response of fixed-speed wind
turbines and of variable-speed wind turbines equipped with doubly-fed induction
generators is analyzed in [15]. In this paper, conclusions and recommendations
regarding an appropriate integration of the wind turbines into the power system are
based on performed simulations.
1.4 Aim of the Thesis and the Thesis Layout
Based on the need for knowledge of the interaction between the grid and wind
turbine installations, a project was designed with the following aims:
• to obtain and analyze measurements on the most common wind turbine sys-
tems used today and those planned for the near future
• based on the findings, decide which grid integration aspects are prone to re-
strict the use of wind turbine systems
• to develop wind turbine models that can predict the identified wind turbine
critical behavior for the corresponding wind turbine types
• to verify the simulation results against measurements to the highest possible
degree
• to simplify the developed model structures to a level that still describes the
phenomenon of interest and at the same time can be implemented in grid
simulation programmes
3
The thesis is composed of a collection of published journal and conference papers
that are introduced and referred to in the body of the thesis. The body of the thesis
is divided into the following chapters:
Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the common wind turbine systems used today
(2003).
Chapter 3 summarizes power system limitations and demands that are often dis-
cussed in relation to wind power.
Chapter 4 describes the data acquisition set-up used for measurements and intro-
duces the measurement sites.
Chapter 5 presents the suggested model structures and shows some of the achieved
results.




A basic overview of common wind turbine systems currently in use is given in this
chapter. Means of aerodynamic power control are shortly summarized, as well as
wind turbine speed control and the control of reactive power exchanged with the
connected grid.
2.1 Aerodynamic Power Control
Aerodynamic power control is based on the aerodynamic properties of the wind
turbine rotor blade. There are two forces that act on the rotor disc; edge force
that builds up shaft torque (orthogonal to the free wind direction) and thrust that
imposes unwanted load on the turbine (parallel to the free wind direction). Both of
these forces depend on the aerodynamic profile of the blade, on the wind speed, W ,
and on the angle of attack, α. Fig. 2.1 shows the discussed terms.
However, rather than using the angle of attack, the tip speed ratio, i.e. the ratio
between blade tip speed and incoming free wind speed, λ = ΩR
WS
, is often used.
The relation between the aerodynamic efficiency of a wind turbine, Cp, and the tip
speed ratio is a commonly used description for the conversion of wind speed to shaft
torque.
Aerodynamic power control for a given wind speed can be achieved either by means
of wind turbine rotor speed control or by pitching the blades. Fig. 2.2 presents the
resulting power versus wind speed characteristics of these control strategies.
The traditional wind turbine used to be a fixed-speed turbine with fixed pitch, i.e.
a stall-regulated, fixed-speed wind turbine. This wind turbine has blades firmly
attached to the hub and no generator speed control. Active-stall controlled systems,
also called combi-stall controlled systems, are of the same type, however, they allow
the blades to be pitched. This pitching is done within a rather narrow range, a range
from 0 to 4 degrees in Fig. 2.2 corresponds to the active-stall control range for the
blade profile used here. The third aerodynamic control strategy for wind turbines is
pitch control. The blades are pitched in a broad range, from 0 to about 30 degrees








( wind speed seen from
the blade segment )
chord line
Figure 2.1: Wing profile
system in which turbine speed and the blade pitch angle are controlled according to
Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4, respectively.
2.2 Generator Speed Control
In the previous section, the potential of using variable rotor speed for adjusting
aerodynamic power was mentioned. This, however, is not the main reason for using
turbine speed control. Instead, it is the fact that the variable speed operation gives
the potential to reduce mechanical stresses on drive-train components by means of
shaft torque control. Incoming power variations are absorbed by changes in the rotor
speed and the shaft torque is smoother, which also gives smoother electric output
power.
Fixed-speed systems, i.e. systems without active speed control, typically utilize an
induction generator directly connected to the grid. Variable-speed systems make
use of either induction generators or synchronous generators. Both of these systems
require a power electronic converter to obtain torque and speed control. Induction
generators with a wound rotor are mainly used. The use of a wound rotor allows a
power electronic converter to be connected to the rotor circuit via slip rings. The
advantage of this is that variable speed control is obtained using a power electronic
converter designed for lower power than nominal power, typically about 20 - 30%,
[16]. The power electronic converter and the slip rings can be avoided completely
in systems with a variable rotor resistance connected to the rotor. In this type of
system, externally switched resistances are added to the rotor circuit and rotate to-
gether with the rotor of the generator. The speed range of such a system is, however,
limited by the maximum power that can be dissipated in the rotor resistances and
6
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Figure 2.2: Aerodynamic power control, thin lines represent fixed-speed system with
different but fixed pitch angles, thick line represents pitch-regulated system









Figure 2.3: Turbine speed as a function of wind speed for a variable-speed, pitch-
regulated wind turbine















Figure 2.4: Blade pitch angle as a function of wind speed for a variable-speed,
pitch-regulated wind turbine
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Figure 2.5: Fixed-speed system with stall or active-stall control
is narrower than the speed range of the system with the power electronic converter
in the rotor circuit, a span of about 10% is, for example, used for a 660kW turbine
[17]. The power losses that occur in the controlled rotor resistances also make this
system less favourable.
2.3 Reactive Power Control
The reactive power control of a wind turbine is determined by the generator system
in use. The most simple system with an induction generator directly connected
to the grid utilizes a capacitor bank typically designed to compensate for generator
no-load reactive power consumption. The additional reactive power consumed when
the generator is loaded must be taken from the connected grid.
Systems with power electronic converters offer much more powerful reactive power
control. Provided that the rating of the converter allows it, they can fully compen-
sate the generator for its reactive power demand, i.e. maintain power factor one at
the generator output at any load if so desired. They can also be used for voltage
level control in the grid like a static voltage compensator. It is worth mentioning
that with appropriate control of reactive power, the voltage variations due to uneven
active power production can be counteracted and, in this way, flicker emission to the
grid can be reduced, as shown in Publication 2, Publication 3 and Publication 4.
2.4 Common Wind Turbine Systems
A fixed-speed wind turbine system with either stall or active-stall control is a com-
monly used system today (2003). It is popular due to its simplicity and robustness.
Active-stall control is mainly employed in bigger units with rated power roughly
over 1MW. A gear box and a reactive power compensating capacitor bank are stan-
dard components in this wind turbine system. Fig. 2.5 shows the principal layout
of such a system. There is also a fixed-speed, pitch-regulated system but it is not
common system. This system has some less favourable features like considerable
gear box wear-out and high variations in output power. Pitch control is, today,












Figure 2.7: Variable-speed, pitch-regulated system with synchronous generator
A variable-speed, pitch-regulated system with a doubly-fed induction generator is
currently very popular and is likely to be one of the dominant wind turbine systems,
at least in the near future. Fig. 2.6 shows principal layout of such a system.
A variable-speed, pitch-regulated system with a full power electronic converter and
a multipole synchronous generator is also a commonly used system today. This
configuration is particularly interesting as it allows for a design without a gear box,
[18]. Fig. 2.7 shows principal layout of this system. There are also few examples of
using an induction generator with a gearbox and a full power electronic converter




Power System Demands and
Limitations
Installation of any equipment to the power system is subject to installation recom-
mendations. Installation requirements for wind turbines in Sweden are specified in
[19], a document fairly similar to the international standard [20]. [19] deals with
the impact of a wind installation on the electric grid and, in principal, prescribes
power quality limits that may not be exceeded by the operation of the wind turbine
installation.
As the amount of installed wind power increases, it becomes more important to
guarantee that the stability of the power system is not endangered by a large-scale
wind power installation. Issues of concern are small-signal stability, voltage stability
and the fact that voltage dips may lead to disconnection of wind power production.
3.1 Power Quality
The power quality limitations that are often linked with wind turbine installations
are the impact on the grid voltage in the long-term as well as in short-term time
frame, i.e. steady-state voltage level impact and dynamic voltage variations impact,
commonly known as a flicker. Voltage transients due to wind turbine switching and
harmonic distortion to the grid are other issues of interest. More discussion on this
topic can be found in [21].
3.2 Power System Stability
Power system stability is an obvious concern, as wind turbine installations con-
tribute more and more to total generated power in the power system. It may be
of operational interest to keep a wind turbine connected to the grid even during a
grid fault situation. A minor fault in the electric grid should not give rise to any
unnecessary massive disconnection of a large number of wind turbines, as might
11











Figure 3.1: Voltage dip
be the case if the protection strategy has not been well thought out in advance.
Behavior that leads to a sudden loss of power generating capacity could actually
cause more severe consequences compared to the ”standard” response of the power
system to the initial grid fault. The loss of the power production from a wind in-
stallation would need to be instantly compensated for from another source in order
to maintain a balanced operation of the power system, to prevent interruptions on
the customer end and to avoid transmission line overload. Not satisfying a power
system balanced operation could lead to transmission lines tripping. This would
result in interruptions on the customer end that might be costly or, in an extreme
case, in a power system black-out.
Wind turbine manufacturers / owners, in contrast, are interested in grid fault for
the opposite reason; to protect the wind turbine. The wind turbine is protected
by devices that are set up to disconnect the turbine from the electric grid if grid
conditions become non-standard.
3.3 Voltage Dip
Since the term voltage dip is frequently used in this thesis a brief definition is
mentioned here in order to prevent any confusion or misunderstanding. Fig. 3.1
shows a simple voltage dip down to 80% of the nominal voltage with a duration of
0.1s.
The terminology used in this thesis refers to this dip as 80% voltage dip, i.e. it is
the remaining grid voltage that is used for the dip designation. This terminology is
adopted from [22].
3.4 Wind Turbine Controllability
In order to find a balance between the power system and wind turbine requirements,
there must be a certain level of control over the wind turbine. Wind turbine control,
however, significantly depends on the wind turbine type used.
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The fixed-speed, stall-regulated system does not offer means to control wind turbine
response to a grid fault. The response of this system is fully determined by the
induction generator response. Disconnecting the wind turbine from the grid may
very likely be the only means of protecting the wind turbine from a possible failure.
Variable-speed, pitch-regulated systems connected to the grid through power elec-
tronic converters can basically provide a fully controlled response to a grid fault.
The fault current can be limited by the power electronic converter and the pitch
regulation can keep the turbine speed within the requested limits.
Variable-speed, pitch-regulated systems equipped with doubly-fed induction gener-
ators can handle a response to a less severe grid fault in the same way as a system
with a full power converter. However, more severe grid faults may give rise to a
wind turbine response that cannot be completely handled by the generator system.
In such a case, the rotor of the generator needs to be short-circuited in order to
protect both, the power electronic converter and the generator, from overvoltages
and overcurrents. The system behaves in this case like a squirrel cage induction
generator and needs to be disconnected as soon as possible. This is the state of the
current situation. It is worth noting that wind turbine manufacturers invest a lot of
effort into reducing this problem today.
3.5 Comparison of Wind Turbine Systems from a
Power System Point of View
A summary of the interaction of the most common types of wind turbines with the
power system is provided in Table. 3.1. Statements regarding power quality impact
are based partly on results published in the attached publications and partly on a
literature study, e.g. [13], [14], [21], [23].
3.6 Power System Interests in Wind Turbine
Models
There is an interest in predicting wind turbine power quality impact on the electric
grid and in predicting the wind turbine response to grid faults. Since wind tur-
bines were not a common device in electric grids in the past, their representation
is not usually available in grid simulation software tool libraries. However, present
situation and estimates for a huge expansion of wind power call for development of
appropriate wind turbine models.
Predicting steady-state voltage impact on the electric grid only requires knowledge
of the output active and reactive power of the generator. Such information should
be readily available for any type of wind turbine at a known wind speed.
Predicting the impact on dynamic voltage variations is mainly of interest for fixed-
speed systems since the variable-speed systems are unlikely to cause any consider-
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Table 3.1: Interaction of wind turbines with power system
FSS - SR / ASR VSS - PR, DFIG VSS - PR, full power PEC
U uncontrolled controlled controlled
Pst mediocre low low
THD - mediocre / high mediocre / high
Start up mediocre low low
Fault response uncontrolled semi-controlled controlled
The following abbreviations are used in the Table:
U steady-state voltage impact
Pst dynamic voltage variations impact (flicker)
THD harmonic distortion to the grid
Start up voltage disturbances during start up
SR stall-regulated turbine




DFIG doubly-fed induction generator
PEC power electronic converter
able disturbance of this sort, [13]. The model structure of a fixed-speed system is
presented later in this thesis.
Harmonic pollution to the grid from systems with power electronic converters can be
effectively reduced by the use of proper harmonic filters. Details of the aerodynamic
conversion, drive train dynamics and the generator behavior are of minor importance
when predicting harmonic pollution to the grid.
Wind turbine response to grid faults is mainly covered by the electric equipment
of a wind turbine. In this thesis, only short-term grid faults are considered. This
means that during a grid fault, the driving torque of the generator is considered to
be constant. Proper generator representation is a crucial requirement if generator
response to a grid fault is to be modeled. The use of power electronic converters
in wind turbine systems strongly affects the fault response of the wind turbine.
It is mainly the control of the converters that determines wind turbine behavior
during such an event. Since the control strategy is usually a trade secret, it is only
the manufacturer that can provide an accurate wind turbine model for a specific




Data acquisition on three wind turbine sites as well as laboratory measurements have
been conducted throughout the research project. The purpose was to analyze the
power quality impact of the different wind turbine systems and to acquire data to be
used for verifying the derived wind turbine models. The grid fault response of the
wind turbine systems was also recorded in few cases. In order to obtain responses to
various grid faults, experiments were performed and data acquired in the laboratory
on a 15kW squirrel cage induction machine and on a 3kW wound rotor induction
machine. This chapter presents the layout of the measurement set-up and introduces
the measurement sites and laboratory equipment.
4.1 Measurement Set-up
The basic layout of the data acquisition system used for measurements is presented
in Fig. 4.1
The measuring box transforms the measured electric quantities, currents and volt-
ages, into a range applicable to the data acquisition card. Another important func-
Figure 4.1: DAQ set-up layout
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Figure 4.2: Electric sketch of the Bockstigen-Valar wind farm
tion of the measuring box is to protect both the system undergoing the test as well
as the measuring equipment, so that they cannot endanger each other. The data
acquisition card is the interface between the measuring box and the computer. Its
function is to prevent unwanted frequency content in the inputs by using anti-alias
filtering, to simultaneously sample all the inputs, the sample and hold function, and
finally to transform the signals from the analog to digital domain. The computer
controls the adjustment of the data acquisition card, its filtering and sampling fre-
quency, and stores the acquired data. If possible, a modem is a very valuable part
of the system. The potential for remote checking and controlling the system is an
important function in data acquisition at remote sites. Moreover, an electric supply
to the whole DAQ system via an uninterruptible power supply is necessary when
response to grid faults is to be recorded.
4.2 Bockstigen-Valar Data Acquisition
A project concerned with evaluating the power quality impact of a wind farm con-
nected to a weak grid was conducted at the first Swedish off-shore wind farm situated
close to the south-west coast of the island of Gotland in the Baltic sea. There, five
semi-variable, stall-regulated wind turbines, each rated at 500kW, are connected to
the grid with a short circuit ratio, the ratio between the short circuit capacity of the
grid and the rated power of the wind power installation, of about 7.5. This value
is considerably lower than what is common in Sweden. Figure 4.2 shows the wind
farm configuration.
The wind turbines operate at a variable speed during low wind speed periods when
the output power per turbine is up to about 100kW. When the wind speed is higher,
the turbines run at a fixed speed. PECs are used, in this case, to minimize power
quality impact on the grid. A description of control objectives, data acquisition and
main results together with conclusions can be found in Publication 2, Publication 3
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Figure 4.3: Alsvik wind farm
and Publication 4.
A general conclusion is that the Bockstigen wind park utilizes the existing line
capacity to the maximum without violating stated power quality limits.
4.3 Alsvik Data Acquisition
A wind farm consisting of four 180kW stall-regulated, fixed-speed turbines located
on the island of Gotland was chosen for data collection to verify the stall-regulated,
fixed-speed system model. Figure 4.3 presents the Alsvik wind farm layout, where
the term d designates rotor diameter.
The location on the coast offers the potential for comparing the impact of different
wind conditions, less disturbed sea winds and more disturbed land winds, on the
outputs from the turbines. Moreover, the geometry of the wind farm, the placement
of the turbines and the distances between them, further extends the range of possible
case studies since different wake operations can be evaluated.
Each turbine is equipped with an induction generator and a capacitor bank. All
turbines share one common 400V/10kV transformer. Figure 4.4 shows the electrical
connection layout.
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Figure 4.4: Alsvik - grid connection and location of the DAQ system
The data acquisition system collected grid voltages and currents from turbines WT2,
WT3 and WT4; turbine WT1 broke down before the start of the test program. The
wind direction and three wind speed signals, at hub level and at the upper and lower
margins of the rotor swept area, were collected too. The sampling rate used during
data acquisition was an important option and had to be chosen with respect to the
purpose of the measurements.
The main objective, here, was to evaluate the impact of wind turbines on dynamic
voltage variations. Frequency components up to about 30Hz are of interest when
evaluating Pst values. According to [20] the bandwidth of the data acquisition system
should be about 400Hz when the dynamic voltage variations are to be evaluated.
This requires a sampling frequency of about 1200Hz. Since the storing capacity of
the DAQ system was not unlimited, an acceptable lower frequency had to be chosen
after verifying the results with the suggested sampling speed.
Based on the results obtained from the Bockstigen-Valar data acquisition,
Publication 2, and on a comparison with a calibrated measurement system Siemens
oscillostore P 513, a sampling rate of 256Hz was chosen. Figure 4.5 shows the com-
parison of data acquired with the oscillostore and the data collected with the data
acquisition system and, consequently, evaluated according to the standards [24]. As
can be seen, the results obtained with the data acquisition system follow the values
given by the oscillostore very well.
4.4 Jung Data Acquisition
Data acquisition on a variable-speed, pitch-regulated wind turbine equipped with
doubly-fed induction generator has been carried out on the Vestas V52-850kW wind
turbine [25] located close to Jung in the Va¨stra Go¨taland region in Sweden. Apart
from grid voltages and currents even currents on both sides of the rotor power
electronic converter along with the pitch angle signal were collected. Fig. 4.6 shows
an overview of the data acquisition set up at Jung.
During the whole period of data acquisition, no violation of power quality limits
prescribed in [19] was detected. The steady-state voltage level, Pst index and current
18






















Figure 4.6: Data acquisition set up at Jung
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Figure 4.7: Measured reactive power (left) and measured voltage level (right) as
functions of active power at Jung























Figure 4.8: Pst in the grid (left) and turbine flicker coefficient (right) as functions
of active power at Jung
and voltage total harmonics distortion were within prescribed limits. Steady-state
characteristics of the turbine gathered in June 2002 are presented here. Fig. 4.7
shows the reactive power and the voltage level in the grid plotted as functions of the
produced active power, each dot represents three minutes’ average value. Fig. 4.8
shows one minute Pst values evaluated for measured grid voltage according to [20]
and the turbine flicker coefficient c(Ψk), also defined by [20], here determined for
the turbine impact on a fictive grid with a grid angle of 30 degrees. Fig. 4.9 presents
voltage and current harmonics distortion evaluated according to [26].
The currents drawn from the grid during the start up of the turbine were far from
the generator nominal current and the Pst value identified during start up reached
a value of about 0.5 as can be seen in Fig. 4.8. Start up of the turbine during a
high wind speed period is plotted in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. Active and reactive
power, pitch angle and generator speed are presented. Since the generator speed is
derived from measured rotor currents, it is first determined when the rotor circuit
is closed, as can be seen in Fig. 4.11 (about time = 60s). It can also be seen that
the controlled start of the turbine does not introduce any significant power peak.
A few occasions of minor grid fault, i.e. symmetric and asymmetric voltage dips in
a range about 80% - 90%, were also recorded but none of them caused the turbine
20
























Figure 4.9: Total harmonics distortion in voltage (left) and current (right) as func-
tions of active power at Jung


















Figure 4.10: Wind turbine start at Jung, active (left) and reactive (right) power




























Figure 4.11: Wind turbine start at Jung, pitch angle (left) and generator speed
(right)
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Figure 4.12: Total short-circuit in the near grid at Jung, grid voltages (left) and
turbine currents (right)




















Figure 4.13: Total short-circuit in the near grid at Jung, active (left) and reactive
(right) power
to shut down. These results are presented in Publication 9. One occasion with a
total short-circuit in the near grid was also recorded. Unfortunately, at the time
of this grid fault, the rotor circuit measurement sensors had not yet been installed.
Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 present data recorded during this occasion.
Apart from the data that were the primary interest of the data acquisition process,
some other interesting occasions were also recorded. Y-∆ generator switching is one
of them. The capability to operate at both, a Y- and a ∆- connection, is established
in order to minimize generator losses. Y-∆ switching is shown in Fig. 4.14 and
Fig. 4.15. Some of the higher Pst index values in Fig. 4.8 correspond to the Y-∆
switching.
Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 present operation of the wind turbine during a high wind
speed period. The utilization of the variable-speed and variable-pitch control is evi-
dent and relatively smooth output power can be seen. Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 show
the operation of the wind turbine during a period when the wind speed varies at
roughly the rated wind speed of the wind turbine, i.e. about 16m/s [25]. Higher vari-
ations in turbine outputs can be seen, as well as a different range of the pitch angle.
The variable-speed operation range, however, remains more or less unchanged.
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Figure 4.14: Y-∆ switching at Jung, active (left) and reactive (right) power


























Figure 4.15: Y-∆ switching at Jung, pitch angle (left) and generator speed (right)





















Figure 4.16: High wind speed operation at Jung, active (left) and reactive (right)
power
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Figure 4.17: High wind speed operation at Jung, pitch angle (left) and generator
speed (right)


















Figure 4.18: Operation at medium wind speed at Jung, active (left) and reactive
(right) power















































Figure 4.21: Laboratory arrangement of the wound rotor induction machine rotor
4.5 Laboratory Measurements
Measurement on a wound rotor and a squirrel cage rotor induction machine were
carried out in the laboratory in order to complete field data acquisitions with mea-
surements of the generator responses to grid faults that had not been acquired in
field data acquisitions. A programable PWM power electronic converter was used to
supply the machine undergoing the measurements and to generate symmetric and
asymmetric voltage dips of an arbitrary amplitude. A load on the generator shaft
was accomplished using a torque-controlled DC machine supplied with a thyristor
converter. The laboratory set up is shown in Fig. 4.20. A data acquisition system
with a structure similar to the field data acquisition system, Fig. 4.1, was also used
for laboratory measurements.
For measurements on the wound rotor machine, there were external rotor resistances
added to the rotor circuit and a rotor current level initiated crow-bar triggered, in
case of high currents, was connected in parallel with rotor resistances. The crow-bar
was made of a diode bridge with a transistor on the DC side and the current level
that initiates crow-bar switching could be freely set. This configuration allows for
fast switching and a symmetric connection of all three phases at the same time.
Fig. 4.21 presents the basic layout of the circuit discussed.
This circuit configuration can be compared with the one used in the doubly-fed
induction machine wind turbine system. Of course, all operational states of the
doubly-fed induction machine cannot be achieved using this set up, e.g. sub-
synchronous generator operation or machine magnetization from the rotor side.
However, a pure machine response to grid faults and the impact of crow-bar switch-
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ing can be analyzed and the impact of the control strategy, which is unknown, is
eliminated. Detailed control of the doubly-fed induction machine is beyond the
scope of this thesis. The interested reader can find more information about the




The aim of this thesis is to present wind turbine model structures that allow the pre-
diction of the output of a wind turbine during continuous operation as well as during
grid disturbances. However, not all commercially available wind turbine systems are
considered, here. Based on the discussion presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3,
the following systems were found to be of interest: A model of fixed-speed stall or
active-stall regulated turbine is important for both steady-state impact and grid
fault response prediction. Models of variable-speed system turbines are mainly of
interest because of their grid fault responses. Since the behavior of these models
is significantly influenced by turbine control, it is not possible to reproduce the re-
sponse of a specific turbine and the models are reduced and generalized accordingly.
5.1 Steady-State Impact of a Fixed-Speed Wind
Turbine
The stall-regulated fixed-speed system is modeled in Publication 5 and
Publication 8. Only a brief summary of that model and the main conclusions are
presented here. The considered system consists of four building blocks as presented
in Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Fixed-speed, stall-regulated model structure
Two approaches to simulating wind and aerodynamic conversion are considered and
compared. The first approach, the more advanced one, simulates wind distribution
over the turbine swept area as suggested in [28]. The simulated wind data are used
to calculate force and torque on the turbine blades according to the steady-state
aerodynamic theory described in [29] and [30]. The second approach, the simplified
one, simulates wind according to [31] at one point only, it applies the aerodynamic
filters suggested in [3] and [4] to the generated wind speed data and determines the
driving torque from the wind turbine power curve.
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The drive-train system and generator representation are common for both consid-
ered models. The drive-train system can be described as a soft shaft connection
between the turbine and the generator. The shaft, consequently, is represented by
stiffness and absorption. The generator description is based on the Park model [32]
of the induction machine. The impact of generator model simplifications by either
neglecting stator transient behavior [33] or by neglecting overall generator dynamics
are compared.
The model results are compared with field measurements from the Alsvik wind farm
that was introduced in Section 4.3. The first comparison is in the frequency domain,
and is carried out by comparing the frequency spectra of active and reactive power,
Fig. 5.2 and the second comparison is of the Pst turbine impact on a fictive grid,
Fig. 5.3.























Figure 5.2: Comparison of measured (black) and simulated (gray) active (left) and
reactive (right) power






















Figure 5.3: Comparison of measured and simulated Pst impact on grid with grid
impedance angle of 30deg (left) and 70deg (right), * - measured, o - measured
with removed periodic power pulsations, square - simulation with applied measured
voltage, rhombus - simulation with applied constant voltage
The main conclusions drawn from the modeling and verification of the presented
model are the following: Wind conditions influence the frequency content of the
simulated power mainly in the frequency region up to about 0.5Hz. Blade rotation
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together with drive-train dynamics has the most pronounced impact in the frequency
region between 0.5 - 2.5Hz. These frequency margins are, however, valid for the
180kW turbine considered here. Units with higher rated power would have different
margins for these frequency ranges because of their different rotational speed and
different drive-train parameters. Most likely, the frequency regions would be lower.
Frequency components above about 4Hz are, to a large extent, influenced by grid
voltage variations and the conclusion is that the use of measured voltage is essen-
tial when evaluating the Pst impact of the turbine. A generator complexity with
neglected stator transients [33] appears to be sufficient when evaluating the Pst im-
pact of the turbine. A generator model with stator dynamics included does not pro-
vide more accurate results while a generator description with completely neglected
dynamics does not provide any result of value.
The use of a simplified approach to wind simulation and aerodynamic conversion is
not recommended for predicting Pst impact. The identification of filter parameters
is based on the advanced approach and requires a large number of simulations. It is
recommended, instead, to calculate the driving torque, in advance, in order to lower
the computational burden of the wind turbine model in a grid simulation program.
This is possible since the turbine rotational speed can be considered constant and
the blade positions are known in advance.
It is assumed that active-stall regulated systems can also be simulated using the
presented model structure. The only difference is a slightly different power curve
for higher wind speeds. Since the shape of the power curve does not change partic-
ularly much, there is no reason to expect a significant impact on the Pst prediction
capability of the presented model. The pitch regulation is also unlikely to introduce
any major impact on the model performance as it is conducted rather slowly and
within a small range.
5.2 Fault Response of a Fixed-Speed Wind Tur-
bine
The fault response of a fixed-speed wind turbine is, to a great extent, determined
by drive-train and generator response. Since driving torque variations are assumed
to be slower than the duration of a considered grid fault, the driving torque of the
generator shaft is assumed to be constant. Generator models of different complex-
ities were evaluated and compared with measurements, the details are reported in
Publication 8.
5.2.1 Three-Phase Induction Machine Model
The three-phase induction machine model described in [34] was used as a base
for evaluating machine response to symmetric and asymmetric voltage dips. The
machine layout considered for the three-phase model is shown in Fig. 5.4 and the
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electric equations that describe one stator phase are presented in Eq. 5.1 to Eq. 5.3.









Figure 5.4: Three-phase induction machine layout














Ts1 = npMis1[ir1sin(−ϑ) + ir2sin(−ϑ− 2pi
3
) + ir3sin(−ϑ+ 2pi
3
)] (5.3)
The model form has, however, been changed. Since the neutral point is not con-
nected, one stator and one rotor current were eliminated and expressed with the use
of the other two currents in the stator and rotor, respectively, Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.5.
This has led to the elimination of two state variables.
is3 = −is1 − is2 (5.4)
ir3 = −ir1 − ir2 (5.5)
In order to avoid the use of phase voltages that refer to the machine neutral point,
the machine voltage equations were rewritten for main voltages. Eq. 5.6 shows the
principle. The order of the system was not changed but the machine description is
now independent of the voltage zero sequence component.






The presented model consists of four electric differential equations that are to be




= Telmg − Tl (5.7)
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5.2.2 Two-axis Model of an Induction Machine
The presented three-phase model is seldom used and a two-axis model using the
space vector representation [32] is often employed, instead, Eq. 5.8 to Eq. 5.12.
However, a small modification of the space vector determination is necessary in
order to obtain a correct response of the model supplied with an asymmetric voltage.
The voltage space vector is to be determined from the main grid voltages and, for
convenience, is scaled down and phase-shifted to correspond with the phase voltage
description, Eq. 5.13. The use of the main voltages in the voltage space vector
transformation inherently ensures that the sum of the used voltages is zero, as
required by the space vector definition, Eq. 5.13 and Eq. 5.14.







ûr = jω2Lmîs +Rr̂ir + jω2(Lrl + Lm)̂ir + Lm
d̂is
dt




Ψ̂s = (Lsl + Lm)̂is + Lmîr (5.10)
Ψ̂r = Lmîs + (Lrl + Lm)̂ir (5.11)













0 = us1,s2 + us2,s3 + us3,s1 (5.14)
The results obtained using the three-phase and the two-axis models have been com-
pared. Supply voltage asymmetry has been achieved by changing negative and zero
sequence voltage components. The outcome of the two presented models did not
differ at all. The two-axis model, however, requires less computational capacity
even if the order of both models is equal and is used for the induction machine
representation in the following.
5.2.3 Higher Order Model of the Induction Machine
Induction machine parameters are often considered constant. However, high currents
in the machine during grid faults cause saturation of the leakage inductances. Rotor
circuit resistance may also vary due to the skin effect of the rotor bars that affects
the rotor currents that follow the machine transient behavior. A higher order model
of the induction machine that incorporates a description of these aspects is presented
in [12]. An equivalent circuit that takes these two aspects into account is presented
in Fig. 5.5.
Details of this model can be found in [35]. It should be pointed out, however, that
the parameter determination of such a model requires a number of non-standard
measurements on the induction machine, which are not readily available. Moreover,
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such a complex model is mainly of importance when predicting very short-term,
initial surge currents. For example, such a complex model is useful for dimensioning
switch-gear and connecting equipment. In case of power system interaction studies,
such a detailed model is unnecessary. It should be also pointed out that the higher
order model representation requires a shorter simulation step and this feature is
highly undesirable in power system simulation studies.
5.2.4 Experimental Verification
Simulations and measurements of the induction machine response to symmetric and
asymmetric voltage dips have been simulated and measured for a 15kW squirrel
cage rotor machine. The machine was operated either as a motor or as a generator
and the load level varied from no-load to full load. The amplitude of the applied
voltage dips has also been changed from 80% down to 0%, i.e. a short-circuit of the
stator windings. The results presented in the following plots correspond to 100%
loaded generator operation and the applied 60% voltage dip. Fig. 5.6 to Fig. 5.8
present the machine response to a symmetric dip and Fig. 5.9 to Fig. 5.11 present
the response of the machine to an asymmetric dip.
Only results simulated using the standard two-axis induction machine model are
presented. The use of the higher order induction machine model, Section 5.2.3, did
not produce more accurate results. The difference between the outcomes of the
two models was only marginal. It is concluded, therefore, that the two-axis model
representation is good enough to provide reasonably accurate results.
The agreement between measurements and simulations is very good during the first
line period after the voltage dip occurs. However, the accuracy during the following
line periods is not as good. Possible reasons for this disagreement are the stability
of the load torque on the machine shaft (the DC machine) or the accuracy of the
moment of inertia of the induction and DC machines.
Measurements and simulations of other cases with different load levels and different
voltage dips produced fairly similar results. Publication 8 presents a comparison
of measurements on a 180kW fixed-speed stall-regulated turbine with simulations.
Publication 8 also concludes that the two-axis model of the induction machine is
capable of predicting a reasonably accurate response of the induction machine to
supply voltage dips.
5.3 Fault Response of Variable-Speed Wind Tur-
bines
The fault response of variable-speed systems is, to a large extent, influenced by the
power electronic converter. A modern power electronic converter can theoretically
maintain the desired output current almost regardless of the grid voltage, provided
that the current and voltage limits of the converter are not violated, and that driving

























Figure 5.5: Higher order induction machine model, equivalent circuit



















Figure 5.6: Applied measured main voltages (left) and measured (black) and sim-
ulated (gray) phase currents (right) of a laboratory 15kW induction machine with
applied symmetric voltage dip



















Figure 5.7: Measured (black) and simulated (gray) active (left) and reactive (right)
power of a laboratory 15kW induction machine with applied symmetric voltage dip
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Figure 5.8: Simulated machine speed of a laboratory 15kW induction machine with
applied symmetric voltage dip

















Figure 5.9: Applied measured main voltages (left) and measured (black) and sim-
ulated (gray) phase currents (right) of a laboratory 15kW induction machine with
applied asymmetric voltage dip




















Figure 5.10: Measured (black) and simulated (gray) active (left) and reactive (right)
power of a laboratory 15kW induction machine with applied asymmetric voltage dip
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5.3.1 Variable-Speed System Connected via Power Elec-
tronic Converter in the Stator Circuit
It is reasonable to assume that the response of the wind turbine system connected
to the grid via a power electronic converter in the stator circuit is, to a high de-
gree, determined by the power electronic converter. A specific response of this wind
turbine system could be ordered in advance by the utility companies and the cor-
responding model representation must contain this information that describes the
control algorithms of the wind turbine and its electrical system.
5.3.2 Variable-Speed System with Doubly-Fed Induction
Generator
The response of the variable-speed system with a doubly-fed induction generator
is composed of the responses of the controlled induction machine and of the power
electronic converter. The principal layout of the considered system is presented in
Fig. 5.12.
The response of the power electronic converter is, again, to a great extent, deter-
mined by the power electronic converter control and dimensioning. The response of
the induction machine is, however, influenced by the machine parameters as well as
the machine control and must be treated separately.
The magnetic flux in the induction machine cannot change instantaneously and this
means that a sudden change in the stator supply voltage will be followed by a large
change in the machine currents. The rotor-connected converter must respond to the
change in the rotor currents so that the rotor currents are maintained as required
by the machine control. Since the rotor converter output voltages and currents are
limited, the rotor converter may not be able to maintain the rotor currents within
given limits during more severe grid faults and must be disconnected. In such a
case, the rotor circuit needs to be short-circuited in order to prevent overvoltages
and the machine can then be modeled as a standard induction machine with a
squirrel cage rotor. The disconnection of the stator circuit that follows the rotor
converter disconnection has a minimum time delay of one or two grid periods.
The preceding considerations suggest to treat fault response prediction of the doubly-
fed induction machine in two ways. For less severe grid faults, which the wind turbine
can withstand without any need for disconnection, the system should be modeled
with the converter control algorithms included in the model. For a case with more
severe grid faults, which are followed by rotor converter disconnection, there is no
need to involve a model of the rotor converter, and the rotor currents and speed at
the fault instant are used as the initial values of the squirrel cage induction machine
model.
In either case, a grid-connected converter could be utilized to reduce generator
impact to the grid. However, it is likely that this alternative is only of interest
for less severe grid disturbances since the converter rating would not be enough to
compensate for the higher currents expected during major grid faults.
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5.3.3 Control of Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
In order to analyze the behavior of a doubly-fed induction generator, a basic overview
of the control principle is given here.
It is convenient to describe an induction machine with the Γ-model representation
when control of a doubly-fed machine is of interest. The Γ-model equivalent circuit
is given in Fig. 5.13, Eq. 5.15 to Eq. 5.18 present the determination of the circuit
parameters and Eq. 5.19 to Eq. 5.21 describe the transient behavior of the machine.






LM = γLm (5.16)
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Im{−ψ̂∗s îR} − npTl (5.21)
The design of the rotor current controller is based on the machine rotor equation,
Eq. 5.20. The voltage ûR can be substituted according to Eq. 5.22.
ûR = û
′
R − (Ra − jω2Lσ )̂iR − (jωr +
Rs
LM
)ψ̂s + ûs (5.22)
The substitution presented in Eq. 5.22 introduces an active damping resistance,
Ra, a term that removes the cross-coupling between real and imaginary parts of
the rotor current and the voltage, jω2Lσ, and a feed-forward coupling of the back
electromotive force (back EMF), (jωr +
Rs
LM
)ψ̂s + ûs. More detailed treatment and
analysis of these terms can be found in [27]. The use of the introduced substitution
simplifies the rotor equation, Eq. 5.20, to the form presented in Eq. 5.23, which can






R − (Rs +RR +Ra)̂iR (5.23)
F (s) =
1
sLσ +Rs +RR +Ra
(5.24)
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Figure 5.11: Simulated machine speed of a laboratory 15kW induction machine with


























Figure 5.13: Γ-model of induction machine
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The rotor current PI-controller can now be designed. The method of internal model
control described in [37] can be used, for example, and the PI-controller constants kp
and ki, as well as the active damping resistance, Ra, are those determined according
to Eq. 5.25 to Eq.5.27, where αe stays for the current control closed-loop system
bandwidth.
Ra = αeLσ − (Rs +RR) (5.25)
kp = αeLσ (5.26)
ki = αe(Rs +RR +Ra) (5.27)
The block diagram in Fig. 5.14 gives an overview of the rotor current control con-

























Figure 5.14: Block diagram of the rotor current control
ûR = kp(̂i
∗




− (Ra − jω2Lσ )̂iR − ( Rs
LM
+ jωr)ψ̂s + ûs (5.28)
Control of the doubly-fed induction machine can be treated even further. That,
however, is beyond the scope of this thesis. The interested reader can find more
information and analysis in [27]. Topics, such as stator flux estimation, sensorless
operation and torque and speed control are treated there.
5.3.4 Fault Response of Controlled Doubly-Fed Induction
Generator
The response of the doubly-fed induction generator to a symmetric voltage dip
has been simulated and measured. The simulated system uses the parameters of the
laboratory 3kW machine and the control strategy described in Section 5.3.3 while the
recorded data have been collected from the Vestas 850kW wind turbine introduced
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in Section 4.4. Observe that the response recorded for the Vestas turbine includes
the response of the grid side converter while the presented simulated response only
comprises the machine response. In both cases, the machine operates as a generator
with about 20% load and a symmetric 80% voltage dip is applied to the machine.
Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 present the applied voltage and the response of the simulated
system while Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18 present the measured voltage and the response
of the Vestas 850kW wind turbine at Jung.











Figure 5.15: Small voltage dip applied to the simulated 3kW machine





















Figure 5.16: Response of the simulated 3kW machine to the small voltage dip in
Fig. 5.15, active (left) and reactive (right) power
It can be seen that there are similarities in the response of the two compared systems.
Both systems respond to the voltage dip with purely damped oscillations in active
and reactive power with a frequency of 50Hz caused by poorly damped eigenvalues of
the system, [27]. The difference in the amplitude and duration of the measured and
simulated oscillations is likely due to different machine data, differences in control
details and it is likely that the response of the Vestas system is influenced by the
grid-connected power electronic converter that is not considered in the presented
simulations. More details about the behavior of a doubly-fed system can be found
in Publication 9 and [27].
The impact of the doubly-fed system on the grid during smaller voltage dips can be,
from the power system point of view, considered as negligible since the amplitude
and duration of the presented oscillations are unlikely to cause any power system
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Figure 5.17: Measured voltage dip of the Vestas 850kW wind turbine


















Figure 5.18: Measured response of the Vestas 850kW wind turbine, active (left) and
reactive (right) power
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instability. This means that as long as the grid voltage dip is small enough not to
cause any rotor circuit crow-bar action, i.e. that the response of the system can be
handled by the rotor converter, the turbine can be considered as a source of constant
active and reactive power. However, a response of the doubly-fed system to more
serious fault cases, e.g. more severe voltage dips, that cannot be handled by the
rotor converter causes a more pronounced impact on the grid as discussed earlier in
Section 5.3.2. This type of event is treated more in the following section.
5.3.5 Impact of Crow-bar Switching
The impact of crow-bar switching has been measured and analyzed on the laboratory
measurement setup described in Section 4.5. The machine was driven to a desired
operating point and the response to an imposed stator voltage disturbance was
registered.
A standard induction machine model described in Section 5.2.2 can be used for
the simulation of the machine response in this case. However, the model must be
initiated at the given operating point, which is the way to represent the response of
the system that follows a crow-bar switching action.
Results of measurements and simulations for two different occasions, on which crow-
bar switching occurred are presented here. Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 show the measured
and simulated machine response to a symmetric 40% voltage dip for a 20% loaded
generator. The measured main voltages that were also used as the inputs for the
simulated model are presented in Fig. 5.19 and the active and reactive power re-
sponses are presented in Fig. 5.20. Analogous plots that hold for an asymmetric
60% voltage dip applied to a 50% loaded generator are presented in Fig. 5.21 and
Fig. 5.22.












Figure 5.19: The measured main voltages of the laboratory 3kW machine that
correspond to a symmetric 40% voltage dip
It can be seen that the simulated and measured results show good agreement.
In the case of a system with a rotor power electronic converter, there is the potential
to magnetize the machine via the rotor. Both the stator and the rotor machine mag-
netization, have advantages and disadvantages. As concluded in [27], the machine
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Figure 5.20: The measured (black) and simulated (gray) response of the laboratory
3kW machine to a symmetric 40% voltage dip, active (left) and reactive (right)
power












Figure 5.21: The measured main voltages of the laboratory 3kW machine that
correspond to an asymmetric 60% voltage dip





















Figure 5.22: The measured (black) and simulated (gray) responses of the laboratory
3kW machine to an asymmetric 60% voltage dip, active (left) and reactive (right)
power
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stator magnetization appears to have a more stable generator response to voltage
dips. The rotor machine magnetization, in contrast, may lower power losses. A
comparison of the two machine magnetization strategies is beyond the scope of this
thesis. It can, however, be interesting to observe the impact of the crow-bar action
on machine behavior for machine magnetization via the rotor. Switching the crow-
bar causes a loss of machine magnetization that needs to be covered by the stator
current. Simulation results in Fig. 5.23 show, however, that this should not impose
any remarkable current increase on the machine stator side. The presented data
correspond to a 20% generator load operation and a symmetric 40% dip is applied
to the machine stator.




















Figure 5.23: Simulated response of a doubly-fed induction machine equipped with
a rotor crow-bar to a symmetric 40% voltage dip. Magnetization from rotor (black)






Conclusions and Future Work
The mutual impact of wind turbines and the grid has been measured, analyzed and
modeled in this thesis. The most common wind turbine systems used today (2003)
have been considered within the scope of this research project. Extensive field data
has been acquired from three wind turbine sites. Apart from the identification of
the mutual impact of wind turbines and the grid, the acquired data were used to
draw conclusions pertaining to modeling needs for individual wind turbine types,
under steady-state operation and on grid fault occasions, and for verification of
the proposed models. The wind turbine models were developed in Matlab [38]
programming language and, when appropriate, implemented in the grid simulation
program PSS/E, Power System Simulator for Engineering [39].
6.1 Steady State Impact
The steady-state impact of the wind turbines, in this research restricted to the
steady-state and dynamic voltage level impact, must be studied mainly for fixed-
speed systems with asynchronous generators directly connected to the grid. This
conclusion agrees well with results found in the literature. Variable-speed systems
equipped with power electronic converters impose minor impact on the grid during
steady-state operation and modeling these systems appears to be of little practical
interest. Of course, there are exceptions, especially now when this technology is
new.
A model of a stall-regulated, fixed-speed wind turbine system capable of predicting
dynamic voltage variations in the connected electric grid has been introduced and
verified against measurements. A model structure has been suggested with two dif-
ferent approaches for the wind simulation and aerodynamic conversion parts of the
model. These approaches differ in computational requirements, a more advanced
approach is not suitable for time effective modeling of the system, but this approach
is used as a tool to adjust the other, less time-consuming approach. The other build-
ing blocks of the wind turbine model, the parts that represent drive-train mechanics
and the generator, are common to both approaches.
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Simulations were verified against field measurements in two steps. First, the fre-
quency spectra of the acquired and simulated results; namely the active and reactive
powers, have been compared. Second, the results have been used to calculate dy-
namic voltage variations and, subsequently, the resulting Pst values were compared.
A general conclusion is that the accuracy of the Pst prediction is better for a more
inductive grid, an error up to about 5%, while the prediction of the Pst values for
a more resistive grid yields lower accuracy, an error up to about 25%. It has been
found that the quality of the supply grid voltage has a significant impact on model
outcomes.
6.2 Fault Response
It has been found and verified by measurements that a standard induction machine
model description, combined with a soft-shaft description of the drive train is a sat-
isfactory tool for predicting the fault response behavior of fixed-speed wind turbine
systems. The induction machine model with the included description of stator and
rotor dynamics predicts a fast stator dynamic behavior including the 50Hz oscil-
lations. The induction machine model with neglected stator dynamics, often used
in power system analysis [40], only predicts the rotor dynamic response. The fast
stator dynamic behavior with 50Hz oscillations that immediately follows a grid fault
is not predicted by this model structure and this implies that a stator surge current
following the grid fault is not predicted as well. A more complex model of the induc-
tion machine that also includes the skin effect in the rotor bars and the saturation
of the leakage inductances and machine winding resistances provides no remarkable
improvement of the simulated generator outcomes for the type of supply grid faults
considered throughout this thesis. However, the more advanced model leads to a
large increase in the computational burden and, therefore, is not recommended.
Fault response modeling of variable-speed systems is, to a considerable extent, in-
fluenced by power electronic converter behavior. For this reason, it is not possible
to introduce a generally valid representation of the variable-speed system connected
to the grid via a power electronic converter. Knowledge of the pre-programmed
details of the power electronic converter must be available in order to produce a
reasonably accurate representation of a specific wind turbine system. The behavior
of the variable-speed system with a doubly-fed induction machine can be simplified
while its features that are important from a power system point of view are intact.
A response to less severe grid faults that can be handled by the rotor converter
does not need to be described in detail and the system can be considered to be a
constant power source in grid simulation programs like PSS/E [39]. The response
to more severe grid disturbances that cannot be handled by the rotor converter can
be covered by the use of the standard induction machine model, as in the case of
the fixed-speed system, which is initiated at a given operational point. Knowledge
of the control details of the grid-connected converter would, of course, increase the
accuracy of the predicted response for this wind turbine model.
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6.3 Future Work
Since interest in predicting the response of wind turbines to grid faults is increasing
and often addressed, it would be beneficial, in the author’s opinion, to concentrate
on the following issues in future research.
• Assessment of the power system requirements on wind turbine behavior dur-
ing grid faults, based on the available operational potential of modern wind
turbines would be beneficial.
• The potential, applicability and reliability of on-line communication between
the power system operator and huge wind parks that would allow for direct
control of the wind parks at any instance could also be subjected to further
research. A corresponding change in today’s installation standards that would
convert wind turbines from grid -dependent and uncontrolled ”troublemakers”
to grid -supporting and reinforcing components could be explored in more
detail.
• On-line communication with wind turbines could allow, e.g. for controlled
island operation, synchronization back to the main power system without any
need for supply interruptions on the customer end and utilization of the wind
parks as peak sources of active and reactive power on a very short time scale.
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ASR active-stall regulated turbine
DAQ data acquisition
DC direct current
DFIG doubly fed induction generator
EMF electro motive force
FSS fixed-speed system
IM induction machine
PEC power electronic converter
PR pitch-regulated turbine





α angle of attack
αe current control closed-loop system bandwidth
γ Γ-model representation scaling constant
ϑ angle of generator shaft
λ tip speed ratio
Ψr rotor magnetic flux referred to the stator side
ΨR rotor magnetic flux of the Γ-model representation
Ψs stator magnetic flux
ωr generator rotor angular speed (referred to the electrical system)
ω1 synchronous frequency
ω2 slip frequency
Ω turbine angular speed (low speed shaft)
Cp turbine power coefficient
c(Ψk) turbine flicker coefficient
d turbine rotor diameter
f frequency
i, I current
ir rotor current referred to the stator side
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iR rotor current of the Γ-model representation
is stator current
J generator moment of inertia
kab scaling constant of the state-space vector transformation
ki integral gain
kp proportional gain
Lσ leakage inductance of the Γ-model representation
Lm magnetizing inductance
LM magnetizing inductance of the Γ-model representation
Lrl rotor leakage inductance referred to the stator side
Lsl stator leakage inductance
M mutual inductance
n generator speed
np number of pole pairs
p, P active power
Pg grid active power
Pm mechanic power
Pr rotor active power
Ps stator active power
Pst short time flicker severity index
q, Q reactive power
r1, r2, r3 rotor three phase system
R turbine radius
Ra active damping resistance
Rr rotor winding resistance referred to the stator side
RR rotor winding resistance of the Γ-model representation
Rs stator winding resistance
s1, s2, s3 stator three phase system
Telmg electromagnetic torque
Tl load torque
Ts1 torque contribution due to one stator phase
THDu voltage total harmonic distortion
THDi current total harmonic distortion
u, U voltage
ur rotor voltage referred to the stator side
uR rotor voltage of the Γ-model representation
us stator voltage
W wind speed acting on a blade
WS free wind speed
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